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The analysis of statistical data shows that
annually about 20-25% of the fires rise in
consequence of electrical wiring failure. To
rise such a fire it is necessary an availability of
ignition source and combustible

The combustible could be available out of the
electrical wiring or it should be the same
electrical installation (for instance its
insulation).The environment is the factor that
keeps up the ignition caused by electricity.
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The reasons of fires caused due to electricity
failure are the following break-down:

1. High transitional
voltage
2. Overloading
3.Short circuit
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The transitional voltage rise due to contact between
two solids in area of the circuit passing from one
contact to the other trough tangentional area.

That induce the heat release proportional to
the circuit squaring in points of contact.
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The overloading is a break-down rate

In that conditions the current runs into the
electrical wires of the installations, machines and
apparatuses a long time and over the admissible
values.

In that consequence the wires are warmed
up to high temperatures and that provoke
subsequent insulation ignition.
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The short circuit is a break-down rate into the electrical
wiring. In these conditions a combination of different circuit
parts under voltage through small resistance is growing up.
Having a powerful thermal impulse, the short circuit is
capable in many cases to ignite the electrical parts insulation
and the near situated combustible materials.
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In the figure is shown the relative part of the fires arose due to
short circuit, overloading, transitional resistance and
infringement of the fire safety requirements comparatively with
the total number electricity originated fires .
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According the statistics the greatest part of the
electricity originated fires is the fires induced by
short circuit.

Due to this main reason section “Fire technical
expertise“ of department “Center for testing and
expertise” by Chief Directorate “Fire Safety and civil
protection” hardly works in the field to determinate
the role of short circuit on the cooper wires.
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-Secondary - arose after the fire.

-Primary - arose before the fire and

In the process of electro technical expertise performance
the most often question is given to the experts: “Is there
short circuit in the electrical wiring and could it be the
cause of the risen fire? “ because the short circuit could be
originated by the  thermal effect of the fire. On that
principle, depending the moment of the fire rise, the short
circuit is two kinds
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In accordance with the bibliographical reference
there exist two methods:

metholografical analysis

roentgen structural analysis
Our section uses the roentgen structural analysis. It is

carried out according approved methodology. That
methodology was created in 1980 with the assistance of
scientists of Bulgarian Science Academy and Fire Safety
Institute in Moscow, Russia

Determination methods of short circuit kind
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The methodology is designed to determinate the kind

of the short circuit arose only on open space disposed

conductors with cooper wires, independently of its

section and wires number in the core

The method is based on the comparison of the cooper

structure alteration and the formation of Cu oxides at

place of the short circuit and at some distance out of it

alongside the conductor wire
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THE SEQUENCE OF THE ROENTGEN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OPERATIONS:

4. Analysis performance by Roentgen apparatus

5. Develop and make out the Roentgen film

6. Determination the kind of the short circuit

1. Visual analysis

3. Adjustment of the specimens into the chamber
and its loading by Roentgen film

2. Treatment of the specimens
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Heat influence of the short circuit electricity

Fire temperature influence

The visual analysis is carried out by microscope.
The purpose of this analysis is to be pointed out the
cause of the melting on the presented Cu wires and
to be selected the specimens for roentgen structural
analysis roentgen structural analysis. The causes of
the melting on the Cu wires are:
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The melting caused
by the fire
temperature is
allocated on the
length of the wire and
it has no clearly
marked limits.

The melting caused by the fire temperature
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The melting
caused by short
circuit is local and
has clearly
marked limits. Its
form can be
spherical, oval or
drop-shaped.

The melting caused by short circuit
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one at the place of the melting (No 1)

On each specimen are performed two roentgen
structural analysis. The first specimen is immovable
(static) in the chamber and the second is in rotation.

other at the place distant 50-100mm from the
specimen No1.

The testing of each melting due to short circuit
includes two specimens:
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The performance of the roentgen structural
analysis requires being   used Roentgen

apparatus type UPS -2.0 and Philips PW 1730
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After the performance
of the roentgen
structural analysis the
got roentgen-grams
have to be developed
and dried.

They are made out by
the aid of etalon
roentgen-gram in order
to determinate the kind
of the short circuit. 151



Diffraction’s stains of Cu on the No specimen
roentgen-gram have smaller size then those of specimen
No2 (by the static specimens).
 The intensity of the Cu2O and CuO lines on the
roentgen-gram of No1 specimen is greater than the
intensity of No2 specimen (by specimen in rotation).

The determination of the short circuit kind is
performed by the comparison of the roentgen-grams
photographed of specimens No1 and No2 and between
them.
The short circuit is “primary” when:
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The intensity of Cu lines on the roentgen-gram of
No1 specimen is grater than the intensity of No2
specimen.

 The intensity of the Cu2O and CuO lines on the
roentgen-gram of No1 specimen is smaller than the
intensity of No2 specimen (by specimen in rotation)

The short circuit is “secondary” when:

Diffraction’s stains of Cu on the No1 specimen
roentgen-gram have greater size then those of specimen
No2 (by the static specimens).
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The final conclusion if the short circuit would cause
the fire when it is “primary” could be done in the
process of the fire technical expertise. That is carried
out after recognizing of the lawsuit materials and the
comparison of all the circumstances and facts on time
and spot
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